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17 September
The euro retreated from its highest level against the yen in four months 
before data that may add to signs the region’s debt crisis is weighing 
on growth.

Treasuries gained for a second day on concern the U.S. economy will 
struggle to expand even as the Federal Reserve works to spur growth.

Chinese stocks fell to the lowest level in almost two weeks after 
the central bank said it’s placing more emphasis on price stability, 
boosting concern it will delay easing monetary policy even as the 
economy slows.

China and Japan’s worst diplomatic crisis since 2005 is putting at risk 
a trade relationship that’s tripled in the past decade to more than 
$340 billion.

18 September
Oil traded near the lowest close in more than two weeks in New York 
after an industry report showed rising crude stockpiles in the U.S. and 
Saudi Arabia was said to be taking action to lower prices.

Asian stocks swung between gains and losses as investors await to 
see if the Bank of Japan will provide additional stimulus today and a 
People’s Bank of China governor said his central bank will maintain 
the continuity and stability of monetary policy.

The euro remained lower against the yen following ahead of a report 
tomorrow that economists say will show services and manufacturing 
industries shrank in the currency bloc for an eighth month.

Treasuries held a two-day gain after Richmond Federal Reserve 
President Jeffrey Lacker said the central bank may not be able to 
reduce unemployment quickly.

19 September
China’s manufacturing may contract for an 11th month in September, 
a private survey showed, adding to signs that the world’s second-
biggest economy is decelerating for a seventh quarter.

For more than a decade, the world’s biggest liquefied natural gas 
producers led by Royal Dutch Shell Plc plotted how to move their $170 
billion industry onto barges at sea to tap remote fields. Now they’re 
finally doing it.
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Australia’s currency weakened versus its major peers after a gauge 
signaled Chinese manufacturing may contract for an 11th month, 
clouding prospects for the South Pacific nation’s resource exports.

China’s stocks fell, dragging down the benchmark index to a two-
week low, after a report on manufacturing signaled a contraction and 
tensions with Japan threaten trade and may deepen the economic 
slowdown.

20 September
China’s stocks fell, dragging the benchmark index down to its steepest 
weekly decline in almost 16 months, on concern the government won’t 
loosen monetary policy enough even as the economic slowdown 
deepens.

Oil rose in New York as investors speculated that the biggest weekly 
decline in more than three months was exaggerated.

Asian stocks rose, paring the regional benchmark index’s first weekly 
decline in three weeks, as Apple Inc.’s iPhone 5 debut boosted 
information technology shares and energy companies advanced on 
higher crude prices.

Japanese stocks rose, after yesterday falling the most in three weeks, 
as drug companies, railways and other defensive shares climbed amid 
concern that recent global stimulus isn’t enough to buoy growth.

21 September
Asian stocks fell amid concern that talks among European leaders to 
resolve the region’s debt crisis are deadlocked, curbing the earnings 
outlook for the region’s exporters.

Japan’s Teachers’ Mutual Aid Co- operative Society, with about 600 
billion yen ($7.6 billion), will start investing in real estate investment 
trusts and hedge funds as it seeks to diversify risks and boost returns.

Australia’s dollar declined on speculation disagreement among the 
euro region’s leaders on debt-crisis solutions is curbing prospects for 
growth, damping demand for higher-yielding assets.

Palm oil, used in everything from candy to biofuels, is set for the biggest 
annual decline in four years as inventories surge in Indonesia and 
Malaysia, the biggest producers, and a global economic slowdown 
curbs demand.


